Abstract-
I. INTRODUCTION
Despite of limited spectrum, GSM cellular system has met tremendous growth over the past years and the demand for radio resources is continuously increasing. Several techniques have been explored to enhance the system capacity like cell splitting, reuse partitioning, sectorisation, intelligent underlay overlay (IUO), hierarchical cell structure etc [1] - [6] . In IUO the available frequencies are divided into super and regular layer frequencies. Super frequencies which form the under layer are heavily reused and enhance the capacity. The over layer is formed by regular frequencies which is used throughout the cell and provides the coverage. Since only frequencies have to be redistributed and no additional base station (BS) sites are required IUO can be implemented with minor investment. Furthermore, existing network features like discontinuous transmission (DTX), frequency hopping (FH), power control (PC) can be integrated to achieve higher capacity gain. However, it is necessary to efficiently distribute the limited radio resource among different layers and utilize available network features in order to obtain optimum capacity gain.
Several works on IUO can be found in literature. A comprehensive description of IUO functionality is given in [2] , [6] . It has been theoretically shown in [8] [9] that, how capacity gain can be obtained if UnderlayOverlay scheme is used. In [2] , [11] , [12] IUO was modeled and analyzed with a GSM network simulator CAPACITY. Enhancement up to 35% was found in [11] and up to 50% was obtained in [12] . However the model incorporated sectored cells and the ratio of moving and non moving mobile stations (MS) was not considered. Since the stationary users will not urge for intra-cell handover as much as moving users, this ratio has a significant impact on overall blocking. The results found in [11] shows that the capacity gain is decreased from 35% to 26% percent for high speed MS. In [7] the performance of IUO was analyzed by assuming a continuous time Markov chain model. A design method was proposed in [13] to implement IUO based on simulation tool NPS/X. However, the required cluster size of each layer was not considered. As the operators have limited spectrum these cluster sizes play a vital role in design process.
It can be seen from above that most of the analysis are done based on computer simulation rather than analytical methods. Analytical methods are useful in reducing computational time, simulation effort and more practical for implementing dynamic algorithms. In this paper we propose an analytical method to design IUO according to available resources and operator's demand. To avoid potential deadlock condition where all the channels in regular layer are occupied while some channels in super are free, the super layer area is largely varied by varying the cluster size of super and regular layer. Moreover, the cluster sizes are calculated not only taking into account the co-channel cell's super area coverage but also the traffic distribution. Thus more realistic design can be achieved.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the origin and operation of IUO. Section III describes the design steps. Section IV explains the traffic model and assumptions. Section V gives cluster size calculation and results at various cell conditions. Section VI studies the effect of different parameters. Section VII compares the results and integrates improvements. Last of all conclusion is given in Section VIII.
II. ORIGIN AND FUNCTIONALITY OF IUO

A. Origin
At first, IUO concept was introduced by Nokia Telecommunications and network operator CSL from Hong Kong [2] . The idea behind this is reuse partitioning which is presented in [4] , [5] . Intra-cell handover between two layers of different reuse partitions forms the underlay-overlay design. In the primary stage of underlay-overlay networks, the decision of intra-cell handover was triggered by measuring signal strength and/or distance between MS to BS [14] , [16] . The main disadvantage was ambiguity in determining threshold signal levels at which the handover should take place. It is because every location in each cell has its own radio path properties. In case of IUO, handover decision takes place by measuring C/I (carrier to interference ratio) experienced by the mobile stations. This allows the network operators to determine a more generalized threshold level at which the intracell handover should take place.
B. Principles of IUO
In IUO, a mobile station always starts on a regular frequency and constantly evaluates if C/I ratio is above a threshold. If the calculated C/I ratio is higher than a predefined C/I good threshold, the mobile is hand over to one of the super frequencies. If there is no available super frequency, the MS stays in the regular frequency but continues trying to enter the super layer. When the mobile station is already using a super frequency, it is continuously evaluated whether the C/I ratio is less than so called good C/I ratio, in that case the MS is handover to the regular frequencies. Hence usually a non moving vehicle will not try for intra-cell handover and there will not be any direct inter-cell handover from super to a neighbor cell. Regular layer frequencies can be occupied by any mobiles throughout the cell thus it provides the coverage while the super layer enhances the overall capacity. In Figure 1 an IUO cell has been depicted where super layer users are extended from center to . . Here, is the cell radius and is the coverage factor of super layer. To design an IUO cell the following steps are taken. In the beginning, total available frequency and Grade of Service (GoS) intended by operator is acquired. The traffic distribution among different layers of cell and cluster sizes at different coverage factors is determined. For certain offered traffic and super frequency allocation corresponding hard blocking is calculated. Then the offered traffic is increased and the whole process is repeated until the blocking probability is equal to given GoS. When this condition is satisfied, the network configuration for maximum gain provides the optimized IUO design. It is mentionable that in this paper traffic distribution is assumed as uniform distribution which is not true in the practical case. So, the suitable coverage factor will be that factor in which maximum gain will be achieved but deadlock conditions will not arise. The design processes are summarized in Figure 2 . Details of the implementation of these steps are described in subsequent sections. 
IV. TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION MODEL & ASSUMPTIONS
A model is developed to analytically estimate the traffic distribution in an IUO cell. We utilize the fact that for certain amount of offered traffic, call arrival rate will be equal to the sum of call termination rate and call blocking rate. Thus an equilibrium state will appear and solving the system of nonlinear equations which evolves for this condition, the carried traffic in each layer can be found. At optimized design super channels will be occupied before all channels in the regular layer become busy. And when super layer channels become busy most of the moving vehicles with good C/I will reside in the regular channels but try to access super layer from there. Several assumptions are made to make the analytical approach simpler. Call transition rates of Table I between super and regular layer and assumptions related with transition rates are taken from [7] . The assumptions for this model are, i. The network is large, homogenous. A single cell is taken into considerations where the source of traffic has uniform distribution in respective layers. ii.
The ratio of moving MS is and they move uniformly in a random direction with a velocity iii.
Regular layer and normal cell frequencies consist of 7 TCH while super frequencies are of 8 TCH. One slot in regular frequencies is kept for BCCH. Number of super channel per cell is and regular channel is iv.
Carried traffic in super frequencies are and regular frequencies are + where is residing in super area. v.
New call arrival rate is assumed to be a channel dwell time is exponentially distributed with mean vi. The total incoming handover rate is Poisson process and outgoing rate is . . It is assumed here that the aggregate incoming handover traffic is equal to outgoing traffic and has same characteristics. However, these values can be obtained from database during practical implementation. vii.
The time needed to calculate the C/I ratio is exponentially distributed with mean viii. It is shown in [7] that the soft blocking has minor effect on overall blocking rate. When offered traffic is large soft blocked traffic is very small compared to and it is ignored during cluster size estimation. ix.
The time needed for a moving vehicle to move from a super to regular area or regular to super is exponentially distributed random variable with mean value and x.
Considering all layers, the call holding time is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean =Th Various transitions take place among different portion of the cell is depicted in Figure 3 . Due to hard blocking which is the intended GoS not all offered calls will be served. As the number of channels in super layer is kept limited, not all good traffic will be able to access the super layer. 
V. CLUSTER SIZE CALCULATION
It is mainly the C/I i.e. received Signal to cochannel Interference Ratio (SIR) which limits the frequency reuse thus determines the cluster size. Cluster sizes of conventional normal cells are given in [15] . In this paper we derived the equations for cluster size of IUO cell based on that. As this paper focuses on generalizing a design method for IUO, omnidirectional BS antenna is considered here. However, in case of sectorised cells the calculation of SIR can be obtained by same way as derivations are obtained here. During SIR computation, the following assumptions are made i. FH (frequency hopping) and PC (power control) are applied. ii. Discontinuous transmission (DTX) with voice activity factor is introduced. iii. Traffic distribution of regular layer is obtained from section IV. iv. GSM radio link is able to combat the effect of fast fading by means of its channel coding, bit interleaving, channel equalization and signal processing sub-systems. v. The radio channel is subjected to log-normal shadow fading and path losses.
A. Cluster sizes for Uplink transmission
Let's consider a MS occupying an area (Figure 4) , at a distance r from BS. Power transmitted by the MS is the shadowing random variable for path . This power causes interference at the zeroth BS. The actual interference depends on the distance between the MS and zeroth BS where,
Hrere, is the distance between co-channel cells and proportional to cluster sizes. The interference due to the MS in the jth cell is, Now, the probability that a MS will be using a time slot in a carrier is equal to ( ) . Where ( ) is the probability distribution function (PDF) and since users are uniformly distributed it will be equal to 1/ ( . ) [17] . The network incorporates FH hence the average interference power present in 0th BS due to super frequency traffic in jth cell will be
.
Where E [10 ] is calculated by the following equation 
In case of regular layer, a portion of regular layer traffic resides in super layer area and the rest of them ( ) reside in regular layer area as shadowed in Figure 6 . . .
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The SIR can be found from equation 4
B. Downlink transmission
The amount of power transmitted by BS is determined by the location of MS in that cell. Thus SIR on the downlink is both dependent upon the location of an MS in cell and loacation of MS in 0 th cell which are occupying the same frequency. For conventional normal cells depicted in Figure 7 . Let, the distance between a cell site and the apex of hexagonal cell is R. The average transmitted power of BS will be, [10 ]
And average interference throughout 0th cell is,
For normal cell the cluster size is approximatly 7 for 12dB threshold as given in [15] . In this paper the equations for calculating cluster sizes hence reuse factor of super and regular layer are derived. As described before super layer users in IUO are no longer distributed from 0 to but from 0 to . . So, the average transmitted power is,
And, the average interference power is E = .
[10 ]
The average interference for super layer is,
For regular layer, some of the traffic is in super area while the others are in regular area. So the average transmitted power, .
And the average is, =
. E .
+ ( )
. E . Figure 9 . Downlink SIR versus cluster size of regular layer for different super area coverage factor
From Figure 8 it is found that the cluster size for super layer at SIR threshold 12dB is within 4 which represents tighter reuse factor than the normal cell. But for the regular layer which has characteristics like normal cell the cluster size is almost 7 as found from Figure 9 . The default network parameters used during cluster size estimation are given in Table II . Regular and super layer traffic can be obtained from section IV. 
VI. EFFECT OF VARIATION OF DIFFERENT PARAMETERS
A. Varying percentage of regular frequency user in super layer
If the percentage of regular frequency user in super layer is increased, cluster size of regular layer decreases as depicted in Figure 10 . As regular frequency user in super area increases, FH gives better advantage by averaging the interference power. It is shown in section VII that increasing the number of heavily reused frequencies which is the mechanism of IUO doesn't mean the capacity will also increase. So there must be a tradeoff between them. 
B. Varying speed and ratio of moving vehicles
The ratio and speed of moving MS has significant impact on cluster size. The effects of these parameters are shown in Figure 11 -12 using downlink transmission. If the speed and ratio of moving MS increases, the regular layer user in super area also increases. Hence the cluster size usually decreases. But increasing the number of super frequency means fewer regular frequency users in super area which increases the cluster size of regular layer. 
A: Performance of IUO
We compared the performance of IUO cell with a normal cell that has same resources and network features. The default parameters taken during design process are given in Table II . The blocking probability is calculated in terms of hard blocking and assuming lost calls cleared (LCC) system. Erlang B formula is applied for estimating the capacity of normal cell for a given GoS. The blocking probability for IUO is estimated according to equations derived in [10] . Super frequencies per cell are assumed with minimum three frequencies (in order to allow frequency hopping) to maximum six frequencies (to avoid potential deadlock conditions). And the regular frequency per cell is calculated by,
Where is the total number of frequency, is super frequency per cell, and is super layer and regular layer reuse factors respectively. All cluster sizes are obtained by method described in section IV-V and considering downlink transmission. Cluster sizes are usually discrete values which satisfy the equation = ( + + ) as described in [1] . By assuming minimum 12 db SIR it is found that maximum 70 Erlang traffic can be accommodated in conventional normal cell with 15 MHz and 5% blocking probability. For different configurations of IUO the maximum offered traffic at 5% blocking probability is plotted in Figure 13 . It can be seen from above figure that, at .4 coverage factor and 5 frequencies allocated in super layer a maximum offered traffic of 99 Erlang can be accommodated with 5% blocking. So 41.42% capacity gain is achieved here. The graph represents some characteristics of IUO that increasing the number of super frequency doesn't mean it will also increase gain and too much or too high coverage factors can also degrade the performance. The tradeoff between advantages from FH and advantage from tighter reuse of super frequencies can be optimized by plotting this kind of graphs and taking the maximum points. However, as the gain is function of all parameters like available frequency spectrum, offered traffic, speed and ratio of moving MS, minimum threshold level, blocking probability etc. the enhancement will vary as per network operators' requirements, resources and traffic characteristics.
B. Improvement
It is proposed in [11] and shown in [2] , [12] that changing some functionality of IUO can improve the performance more. These are direct access to super layer and reserving one or more time slot of regular frequency for super to regular layer handover. In direct access to super layer users with good SIR can access the super layers frequencies directly. Here, after the mobile is switched on it won't be necessary to go into super layer through regular frequencies but MS's will be assigned super frequencies when SIR is above threshold. To allow these modifications in traffic distribution few things have to be changed during design of IUO. Now . arrival rate will be offered to super layer. The hard blocking model for direct access to super layer is given in [2] from which the blocking probability has to be calculated. In equation 4, ceiling function was used hence there is possibility of having some extra channels which were not taken into account during performance evaluation. These extra channels can be dynamically allocated and reserved for super to regular layer handover.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose a design method of IUO to optimize the overall capacity gain. Advance network features FH, PC and DTX are integrated. We developed a traffic model to consider co-channels cell's traffic distribution during design phase. Equations for estimating the cluster sizes of different layers are derived. Effects of various parameters are studied and it is found that sometimes it is better to utilize the advantages from FH rather than IUO when these features are combined. The design process proposed here considers this tradeoff. Several other factors like co-channel cells super area coverage, intended blocking probability, available spectrum of network operator, speed and ratio of moving vehicles etc are also considered. Finally an IUO cell is designed and performance is compared with normal cell which shows significant capacity enhancement. The network configurations and IUO performance are obtained analytically i.e. without using any network simulators so that dynamic configurations can be easily achieved. Analysis with timed Petri net of the scenarios developed here is considered for the future work. 
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